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Get Organized...GO Green

If you’ve been wondering how to responsibly release an old computer or two, NAPO and Goodwill Industries have the answer! We
7 PM in Haddonfield NJ.
want to help you recycle and get organized at the same time.
COMPUTER RECYCLING
Bring it to one of two locations on March 29 & 30, get a receipt for
EVENT, March 29 & 30.
your tax deductible donation, and get a free gift from NAPO. I will
Color Versus Clutter in 2 also pick up items during the month of March with any appointdifferent locations.
ment, even a free organizing assessment! Call today to schedule.
All info & registration at
More details and FAQs at www.NAPO-GPC.org.
www.HeartWorkOrg.com

What

is a designer
look? Coordinated, but not
matching. Depth of colors.
Tells a story. Magic in the
finishing touches. And always, feels like you.

How to Talk Like a Designer
1. Color is the best accessory, and making a commitment to color
doesn’t have to be scary. There are rules to guide you and
rules to be broken. Come to a Color Versus Clutter workshop (see Café above) and learn how to go beyond beige.
2. Is it a trend or a style? Most of us can’t name a specific style,
we just know we like it when we see it. Trends have a life span
of 1-5 years, while styles endure 10-15 years or more. Can
you have both? Absolutely. Invest in quality pieces with great
style, and stay current with trendy colors and easy-to-change
accessories.
3. What’s hot? If it isn’t GREEN, it isn’t in. Natural materials in
everything from window treatments to accessories. Vintage
stuff. Retro. Creative repurposing. Products with zero-carbon
footprints. One-Day Room Redesigns are the ultimate green
statement. Use what you already own to create a totally new
look. I’ve used so many items destined for the trash in clients’
rooms, and they always say the same thing, “How clever! I
never would have thought of that. And it looks fabulous.” For
yourself or as a gift, Redesign for the home is a fresh start.

Simple Tip: Keep a style folder. Pictures and paint samples that make your heart sing lead you to beauty.
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